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GET LEARNING

45 MINUTES

READY 
TO GO

CHIP SHOP 
CONNOISSEURS

AIM
There are thousands of chip shops 
around the UK, each one declaring they 
sell the best chips that can be found 
locally. It’s your job to see which shop 
really sells the best chips. 

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
>  Chip Shop Review Activity Sheet
>  #1 Chip Shop Certificate 
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Please ensure suitable transport 
arrangements when travelling to the chip 
shops. 

KEEPING 
EVERYONE SAFE

Buy the Chips: If possible, split into small groups and head out with a leader to visit a different local 
chip shop / takeaway each. Between the small groups you’ll need to visit at least two shops, but 
ideally 3 or more. Each group should return with their portion of chips, ready for the whole group to 
review as one. If working in a small Seniors group, consider spreading this activity over a few weeks 
and reviewing a different shop each week. 

Chip Shop Review: Lay the chips on a table and then grab the ‘Chip shop connoisseurs scoring 
sheetsheet’. Review each of the shops under the following categories. For each category the shop should 
be given a rating out of 10, apart from taste which is out of 20 (as the most important category).

•  Price: The cheaper the price the higher the score.
•  Time Taken: Set your timer as you walk into the shop and stop it as you leave. The quickest shop 
  should get the highest score.
•  Shop Look & Cleanliness: What was your impression of the look and cleanliness of the shop?
•  Friendly Service: How impressed was you with the service from the shop? 
••  Portion Size: What are your thoughts on how many chips you get?
•  Look of the Chips: How good do they look? 
•  Packaging: Which chips come in the best / most environmentally friendly packaging? 
•  Taste: The most important category. Score each shop based on the taste of the chips.  

Congratulate the Winning Shop: Once you have a winning chip shop, make sure to tell them and 
congratulate them. Get someone to call into the shop later in the week and present them with a 
certificate declaring them the best chip shop in your local area. Use the ‘Seniors Open Certificate’ 
for this: for this: https://boys-brigade.org.uk/downloads/seniors_open_certificate.pdf 

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

Consider which chip shops the group could review as part of this challenge. Ideally, it’s good to review 3 or 

more where possible. As well as traditional chip shops, you could review the chips from takeout places, fast 

food restaurants etc. 

   Download Chip Shop Connoisseurs Scoring Sheet

GET LEARNING: CHIP SHOP CONNOISSEURS

LEADER PREPARATION

THEME: ME & MY WORLD

Write up the review in the style of a blog post or similar. You 
could share this, as well as a photo presenting the winning 
shop with its certificate, on social media.      

IDEAS TO TAKE 
THIS FURTHER...
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For each category give the chip shop a score out of 10, apart from taste as this is out of 20 (most important category).

 Add all the score together. The chip shop with the highest score is the winner.

The Winning Chip Shop is __________________________________________

CHIP SHOP CONNOISSEURS


